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The chameleon story questions and answers

Score: 0% Rank: Correct Answer: Start Quiz >> Word Galaxy Ornaments – here, crests, like those on the heads of parakeets and roostersBrandishing – wavingFrenzied – hyperactiveFlaunting risen up in arms – protestedBoomerang – a wooden tool which comes back to the person who throws itWary – cautiousMaking her rounds – here, checking if
everything was running smoothly in her schoolRiot – here, noise, confusion & troubleAbroad – here, out of the gardenLooked none the worse – seemed all right Question 1: Choose the correct option: (a) What do you find most unusual about the story? i. A chameleon can scare people.ii. A story can revolve around something as insignificant as a
chameleon.iii. A chameleon can be found in a garden.iv. A chameleon has finely pointed teeth. (b) The residents of the area hurled stones at the chameleon because i. they thought it was a poisonous reptile.ii. someone had said that it could poison people by spitting from a distance of twenty feet.iii. it was found sunning itself on a shrub.iv. they
thought that it could harm the children playing in the garden. (c) “Tiring of his wary attitude, I would tickle him gently in the ribs.” The writer is referring to the chameleon’s i. stubbornness of not moving away from the gardenii. habit of changing the colour of his skin too ofteniii. indifferent attitude of not responding to the writer’s friendly
approachiv. habit of spitting at people. (d) The chameleon did not bite the writer because i. he was fond of insectsii. he knew that it was not the writer who had rescued himiii. the writer would move away as soon as the chameleon came closeiv. he probably thought that his teeth were for chewing food only. (e) What was the reason for the commotion
in the classroom? i. Henry had entered the classroomii. The school bell had rung early that dayiii. Some children had caught Henry’s tailiv. Henry was sitting on the papayas in the basket Question 2: Arrange the sentences in the correct order as they occur in the story. …3…The gardener took the basket to Mrs Ghosh’s office.…1…The writer’s
grandmother wanted to send a basket of papayas to Mrs Ghosh, the principal of the nursery school.…4…Mrs Ghosh was examining and admiring the papayas.…2…Henry slipped into the basket unnoticed.…5…Out popped Henry!…9…Henry changed colour.…7…Henry squinted at her.…13…Henry disappeared into the garden.…12…The children ran in
all directions.…6…Mrs Ghosh screamed.…8…Mrs Ghosh screamed again.…11…Henry fled into a classroom.…10…An assistant teacher rushed in and joined in the screaming. Question 3: What do you think made it possible for the Chameleon’s eyes to wobble? Answer: The chameleon, Henry, had an ability to move the right eye without moving the left
retina. The chameleon’s eyes were independent of each other. He could wobble each eye side to side, backward and forward hyperactively. This sometime gave Henry a horrible squint. Question 4: If you were the writer, would you have appreciated grandfather for bringing home the chameleon? Give reason for your answer. Answer: If I were the
writer, I would have not appreciated Grandfather bringing home the chameleon because it is very scary and I don’t like it at all. Question 5: Do you think grandmother was right in not disclosing to Mrs. Ghosh that Henry was actually theirs’. Give a reason for your answer. Answer: The Grandmother was right in not disclosing to Mrs. Ghosh that Henry
was actually their pet because she thought that Mrs. Ghosh would probably not be happy with this idea. This happened when Henry slipped into a basket of papayas that was sent to Mrs. Ghosh. The grandmother was scared to tell Mrs. Ghosh about the chameleon being theirs’ thinking it would break their friendship. Question 6: Can you think of a
reason why Henry came back and never went out of the garden again? Answer: Henry came back because he was terrified with the commotion created in the school. Henry never went out of the garden again because he kept the insect population well within bounds in the author’s garden. Question 7: Describe Henry with its physical features and
characteristics. Answer: Chameleons are in a class by themselves and are no ordinary reptiles. They are easily distinguished from the lizards, by certain outstanding features. A chameleon’s tongue is as long as its body. Its limbs are long and slender and its fingers and toes resemble a parrot’s claws. On its head, chameleons have a rigid crest.
Chameleon’s eyes are the most remarkable feature. They have ability to wobble their eyes side to side backward and forward. This movement gives them a horrible squint some times.So, these were Henry A Chameleon Questions & Answers. Question 1: According to the author, how did people react when they spotted a chameleon? Answer: Some
people thought that the chameleon was a dangerous animal as it appeared scary. So, when they spotted one sitting on a shrub in Grandfather’s friend’s garden, they thought it would poison them. They threw stones, waved sticks and shouted, hoping to scare the poor creature away. Question 2: Why did Henry not bite the narrator? Answer: Henry, the
chameleon, was a timid, harmless and suspicious creature. He eyed even the friendliest gestures of the narrator, with suspicion. However, when the narrator put his finger into his wide mouth, he would not bite as he was convinced that he was supposed to use his teeth for chewing food and not for biting fingers. Question 3: How did Henry gain entry
into the narrator’s house? How was he treated there? Answer: Grandfather had gone to visit his friend when he was distracted by a noisy scene at the garden gate, caused by a chameleon which was calmly sitting on a shrub in the garden. Nobody believed that the reptile was harmless and they tried to get rid of the innocent creature. The timely
intervention of Grandfather saved the poor creature. He took him home. The family named him Henry and took care of him like a member of the family. The narrator was very fond of Henry and spent a lot of time with him watching and admiring every movement of the reptile. Question 4: Read and answer the questions:Then it would stop, and the
other eye would look in a different direction! (a) What would stop according to the narrator? Answer: The narrator is talking about the movement of the chameleon’s eyeball which would stop on seeing the narrator clearly. (b) What was unique about the eye movement? Answer: Henry could move one eye ball without disturbing the other and each
eyeball wobbled up and down and backward and forward. (c) Was that a pleasant sight? Answer: No, it was not a pleasant sight. The movements he made with his eyes made him appear quite scary. Question 5: How did Henry reach the nursery school? How was he welcomed there? Answer: One day when Henry unknowingly reached the nursery
school, there was confusion in the principal Mrs. Ghosh’s office. Henry slipped into a basket of papayas which Grandmother sent for Mrs. Ghosh. Mrs. Ghosh was delighted to get the basket of her favourite fruit and while admiring the fruit, out popped Henry, startling Mrs. Ghosh and the others in the room. Everyone ran for their lives. Totally
confused at what was happening around him, Henry got terrified and made his escape after innocently creating havoc in the school. Question 6: Mrs Ghosh screamed. Who was Mrs Ghosh? Why did she scream? Answer: Mrs Ghosh was the friend of the grandmother and the principal of the nursery school. When Mrs Ghosh looked at Henry, his both
eyes were revolving furiously. Then, his colour changed from green to yellow to red and his mouth open widely. This made Mrs Ghosh to scream. Question 7: Henry was terrified? Why was Henry terrified? What happened after this? Answer: Henry was terrified because of the shrieking sound of the assistant teacher who rushed into the office. Henry
fled from the office running down the corridor and into one of the classrooms. Then, he climbed on to a desk and went out of a window. Finally, he disappeared into the garden. Question 8: Read and answer the questions:After that, Henry spent the rest of his days in the garden and did not go on any more adventures. (a) What was the adventure
Henry went on? Answer: Henry accidently got into a basket of fruit that grandmother had sent to the principal, Mrs Gosh. On seeing the chameleon, everyone in the room as well as Henry got terrified. (b) Whose garden is referred to in these lines? Answer: The garden referred to in these lines is the narrator’s garden. (c) Why did he spend the rest of
his days in the garden? Answer: The chameleon must have realised that there was safety in the narrator’s garden and not anywhere else. Question 9: Why do you think Henry never went on adventures again? Answer: Henry never went on adventures again because he knew well that if he came to the sight of people again then, he would be killed.
Question 10: What according to you was the most hilarious scene in the story? Answer: There was total chaos in the school after Mrs. Ghosh saw a chameleon popping out of the fruit basket. It was hilarious to read about the frightened Mrs. Ghosh, the teachers and screaming students running helter skelter. Henry, terrified by all this, escaped into the
garden. Question 11: What tells you that Henry was as fond of the narrator and his family as they were of him? Answer: Henry, terrified by the screaming students and teachers, made a quick escape from the nursery school. When Grandfather heard about the incident, he thought they would never see him again. But surprisingly, after three days
Henry came back to the garden and never left them at all. Question 12: Write True or False: (a) Grandfather saved Henry from being attacked by men with sticks and stones – True(b) Grandmother placed Henry in the basket of papayas – False(c) Henry used his tongue to catch insects swiftly – True(d) The children were very calm when Henry entered
the classroom – False(e) Henry returned to grandfather’s garden on his own – TrueSo, these were A Chameleon Named Henry Questions & Answers.
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